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M IREILLE H ILDEBRANDT À 

I NTRODUCTION  

Originating in  fifteenth  century French -Burgundy, the 
term òpoliceó was first used to describe the governmental 
powers of the early modern state (fourteenth to eighteenth  
centuries). 1 In Franc e, the term was replaced in the 
nineteenth century by òadministr ation,ó and in the course of 
the twentieth century ògovernmentó came into vogue to 
refer to the array of powers produced by  and constitutive of  
the modern state. By this time , the meaning of t he term 
òpoliceó was reduced to the constabulary force of the modern 
state, resulting from ñand giving effect to ñthe monopoly of 
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violence. The early use indicates that the term originates 
from before Montesquieu õs division of powers, and even 
today , differe nt claims are made as to the scope of the 
power of police: does it refer to the competence of the 
executive branch of government only; its legislative 
competence regarding issues of public welfare and public 
safety; or does it ultimately encompass the powe r to 
governñinclu ding the power to legislate, to punish , and to 
adjudicate? Is the power to police ñin whatever senseñin 
the end a di scretionary power that can only be limited by 
means of self -limitation, or is the power to police derived 
from and r estricte d by the power to legislate, requiring a 
legal basis for every act of government? The first conception 
equates police with an undivided sovereignty , the second 
subscribes to a legalistic understanding of public competence. 
Could it be, alternatively, that the power of police in a 
constitutional democracy is the power to exercise the 
positive freedom of government to create and sustain both 
the negative and positive freedom of the citizens that 
constitute the polity ? Could it be that such a power of police 
is inherently underdetermined (a discretionary power) but 
not undetermined (no unlimited discretion) ? Would this 
resolve the opposition of law and police that seems to be a 
red thread in this book? Does it make sense to argue that , 
instead of claiming law a nd police to be incompatible 
domains of governmental power , we should understand the 
power of police as falling within the scope of the rule of law 
(État de droit ) without adhering to a legalistic conception 
thereof ( État légal )? Or must such claims be dis missed as 
dangerous forms of wishful thin king? 

All these questions and many more are raised by the 
collection of essays that compose the volume under 
discussion. The salience of each of the perspectives taken, 
the timely appearance, the diversity of approa ches, and the 
combination of historical detail and theoretical courage 
make this book compulsory reading for students and 
scholars of criminology, criminal law, political science and 
th eory, and the history  of law and government. Though 
clearly written for  an audience familiar with Anglo -
American legal trad itions, the perspectives taken are often 
inspired by contine ntal European authors such as Schmitt, 
Foucault, Agamben, Negri and Hardt, Latour, as well as 
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Colquhoun, Smith , and Blackstone .2 Though seemingl y 
focused on domestic powers of the modern state , two highly 
topical contributions demo nstrate the relevance of òpolice 
scienceó for military oper ations in the age of international 
terrorism and the resu rgence of the idea of just war. 3 In 
fact, the diversi ty expounded in this volume circles around 
a concept of police that refers to a set of distinct but 
overlapping concepts like governance, governmentality, 
political economy, security, prevention, repression, 
regulation , and sovereignty. They originate from  very 
different discourses about the mech anisms by which well -
ordered and not so well -ordered societies flou r ish or suffer. 
Doubts can be expressed as to whether there is enough 
family resemblance between the different conce ptions of 
òpoliceó to justify th e idea that this volume presents òtheó 
new police science, and one also wonders in which r espect 
the theoretical analyses presented deserve the title of 
òscience.ó However, t hough a label like òpolice theoryó could 
instantly clarify which kind of investiga tions are at stake 
here, I will a rgue that good reasons can be given for the 
idea that this book indeed provides us with a coherent idea 
of a new science of police. 

The book has an excellent introduction that aptly leads 
the way into the different chapters  and an interesting final 
chapter that evaluates the achievements of the volume. 4 I 
shall not repeat this exercise. Instead, this Review is 
organized in three  Parts  that aim to provide a survey of 
what is at stake in the volume without pretending to 
uncover a common core that may in fact be missing. Three 
thematic Parts  should offer the analytic framework to 
interconnect different chapters, digging up the transversal 

 

2. The book has been written by authors from the U nited States , Canada, 
Europe , and Australia: Markus Dubber, John Hagan, Christopher Tomlins , and 
Pasquale Pasquino teach in the U nited States ; Alan Hunt, Ron Levi , and 
Mariana Valverde in Ca nada; Mark Neocleous, Lindsay Farmer , and Pasquale 
Pasquino in Europe ; and Mitchell Dean in Austra lia.  

3. Mitchell Dean, Military Intervention as òPoliceó Action?, in  THE NEW 

POLICE SCIE NCE , supra  note 1, at 185 ; Ron Levi & John Hagan, International 
Police, in  T HE NEW POLICE SCIENCE , supra  not e 1, at 207. 

4. Mark us D. Dubber & Mariana Valverde, Introduction: Perspectives on the 
Power and Science of Police, in T HE NEW POLI CE SCIENCE , supra  note 1, at 1; 
Christopher Tomlins, Framing the Fragments: Police: Genealogies, Discourses, 
Locales, Principles , in  T HE NEW POLICE SCIENCE , supra  note 1, at 248. 
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themes that make this book such an interesting endeavor. 
The aim of the Review is not to of fer a precise description of 
its contents but , rather , to open a debate on some of the 
points made. In fact, the diversity of the contents and the 
abundance of relevant points made forced me to make a 
choice of which issues to pursue to prevent remaining o n 
the surface of things. After the I ntroduction, Part I 
discusses the concept of police as an essentially contested 
conceptñconfronting the repeated claim that the òpoliceó is 
unlimited by definition and thus indefinable by nature. 
This Part  will also touc h upon the question  of whether the 
study of police in its broader scope should be understood as 
a science and termed a ònew police scienceó while keeping 
in mind that the undertaking of the a uthors seems at odds 
with the objectives of the old  òPolizei wissenschaftenó of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Part II  recounts the 
way that  Dubber master ful ly traces the historical roots of 
the power to police in the patria potestas  of the householder. 
Complementing his account , I will discuss the concept of 
suzerainty as a crucial entry into the meaning of 
sovereignty. I will argue that the patria potestas  belongs to 
the age of suzerainty and the preceding age of the Germanic 
non-state society and cannot be equated with the power of 
police that fits the era of  sovereignty without further 
qualification. This qualification r elates to the internal 
division of sovereignty as envisioned in the substantive 
conception of the Rechtsstaat , a point to be discussed in 
Part III , The Core Dichotomy: Law and P olice. This Par t 
will move into the fact that many of the authors presume 
that law and police are mutually exclusive domains of 
regulation ñmostly building on a legalistic co nception of 
law that seems powerless in the face of  the state of 
emergency that calls for an effec tively unhampered exe rcise 
of the power to police as well as in the face of an emerging 
transnational governmentality. I will claim that the 
opposition is forgetful of the move from what the French 
called the État légal  to the État de droit . With this I mean 
that law does not imply legalism and that discretion is not 
necessarily exercised outside  of the empire of law. 5 I will 
then finish with concluding remarks.  

 

5. Suspecting me of affinity with Dworkin õs empire is not altogether 
unju stified. RONALD DWORKIN , L AWõS EMPIRE  (1986). 
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I.  THE COURAGE OF OUR ANACHRONISMS  

A.  Back to the Old Notion of Police 

In chapter one, Theoreti cal Foundations of the òNew 
Police Science,ó Mark Neocleous discusses the concept of 
police and the idea of a new police science. 6 Being aware 
that the modern usage of the word òpoliceó refers to the 
constabulary force, he argues against the ensuing reduct ion 
of police-studies òto the study of crime and law enforcement  
. . . [which leads to them being ] absorbed into the discipline 
of criminology ,ó7 and against òthe empirical mode and 
policy -oriented focus of what has passed as ôpolice studies.õó8 
The proble m of reducing police -studies to a branch of 
crimino logy is that it isolates the police from other practices 
of power while political science itself has abstained from 
serious study of the police. 9 So Neocleous seeks what he 
calls a pre -disciplinary underst anding of police focusing on 
òpoliceó in the old sense of the word  and depicting the aim 
of modern government as the production of a well -ordered 
society. From its inception at the beginnings of modernity , 
the term òpoliceó denoted what we would now call 
government or administr ation, nourishing on the idea that 
society can be molded into a more prosperous order and 
eventually , such police was bent on enlarging what Adam 
Smith coined the òwealth of nations. ó10 The police, in that 
anachronistic sense , is meant  to enhance the general 
welfare of a people by means of often detailed regulation of 
social and economic life including the technological 
infrastructure, the distribution of space , and the mobility 
within and between territories. 11 From this pe rspective, 
police and police science are connected with the science of 
political economy as initiated in the seventeenth  century by 

 

6. Neocleous, supra  note 1, at  17-41. 

7. Id.  at 17.  

8. Id.  at 18.  

9. Id.  at 19.  

10. ADAM SMITH , LECTURES ON JURISPRUDENCE  562 (R. L. Meek et al. eds., 
1978); see also Lindsay F armer, The Jurisprudence of Security: The Police 
Power and the Criminal Law , in T HE NEW POLICE SCIENCE , supra  note 1, at 145.  

11. See Farmer, supra  note 10, at 146.  
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Smith and with the science of cameralism ñpracticed from 
th e sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries in Germany, 
of which the Polizeiwi ssenschaften originally formed a 
part. 12 Those were the òold police sciencesó that inspired the 
courageous anachronism 13 of òthe new police scienceó in the 
title of this volume.  

The proposed usage of the concept of òpoliceó invites 
connotations with a range of contemporary terms ñnotably , 
poli tics, policy, empire, governance , and governmentality. 
The reader is thus confronted with Dubber õs explicit 
separation of the realm of politics (self -government of free 
and ind ependent peers) from the realm of police (the  
authoritarian rule of the household and the state); 14 the less 
explicit mi ngling of policy and police in the discussion of 
Colquhounõs analysis of the necessity of poverty for a 
prosperous civiliz ation ;15 Adam Smith õs analysis of the role 
of òthe ma nagement of the economy and the production of 
social wealth ó for the control of crime; 16 various uses of the 
term òempireó (the Holy Roman Empire of the middle ages 
and early modernity; 17 Hardt and Negri õs emerging global 
empire based on the juridical notion of the state of 
exception;18 and the colonial (British) empire 19); the 

 

12. See Arnold J. Heidenheimer, Politics, Policy and Policey as Co ncepts in 

English and Continental Languages: An Attempt to Explain Dive rgences, 48 
REV . POL . 3, 16 (1986). Regarding  cameralism, the German science of the 

economics of government , which òsaw in the welfare of the state the source of all 
other welfare, ó see ALBION W. SMALL , T HE CAMERALISTS : THE PIONEE RS OF 

GERMAN SOCI AL POLITY , at  viii (1909).  

13. See Neocleous, supra  note 1, at 18. 

14. Markus D. Dubber , The New Police Science and the Police Power Model 

of the Criminal Process , in  T HE NEW POLICE SCIENCE , supra  note 1, at 107 . 

15. See Neocleous, supra  note 1, at 30 -31. 

16. See Farmer, supra  note 10, at 146. 

17. Starting from the c oronation of Charlemagne  in  800 A.D., Frankish and 
later German emperors have considered themselves to be successors to the 
Roman emperors claiming the ensuing imperial powers until the imperial title 
was renounced in 1806. HAROLD J. BE RMAN , L AW AND REVOLU TION : T HE 

FORM ATION OF THE WESTERN LEGAL TRADITION  89, 483 (1983). 

18. M ICHAEL HARDT &  ANTONIO NEGRI , EMPI RE  26 (2000); see also Dean, 
supra  note 3, at 186.  

19. See Mariana Valverde, Peace, Order, and Good Government: Policelike 
Powers in Postcolonial Perspective , in THE NEW POLICE SCIENCE , supra  note 1, at 
73. 
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Foucaldian notion of go vernmentality which refers to an 
array of governmental techniques challenging grandiose 
conceptsñlike sovereignty ñwhile entailing a logic distinct 
from the rights discours e of liberal democracy; 20 and the 
topical notion of governance ñorigina t ing from the 
discourse of corporate business management, referring to 
the effective management of public and/or pr ivate 
enterprises, including the state. 21 A reader that has not 
been init iated into the language games from which these 
concepts have been mined may be at a loss since f amiliarity 
with these concepts seems to be taken for granted. As this 
is not a textbook , some vorverstandnis  may be pr esumed on 
the side of the reader, but as t he different cha pters draw on 
different academic discourses in which similar terms have 
alternative meanings , confusion is probable. The ambition 
to develop a pre -disciplinary science for a post -disciplinary 
age22 turns out to require an extensive trans -disciplinary 
background. Since this new police science aims to broaden 
the scope of contemporary police and policy studies that 
tend to engage in a rather narrow social science ente r prise, 
more explanation of the basic terminologies employed is 
warranted.  

B.  The Offspring of the Polis  

òPolitics,ó òpolice,ó òpolicy,ó and òpoliteó all derive from 
the Greek politeia  (government) and polis  (city -state), just 
like òcivics,ó òcivil,ó òcivilized,ó and òcivil society ó derive 
from the Latin civitas (citizenship). 23 It seems most 
interesting that òpolitics,ó òpolicy,ó òpolice,ó and òpoliteó all 
share the same root, especially when we take note of the 
fact that the French and the Ge rmans have no separate 

 

20. See Farmer, supra  note 10, at 149. 

21. Governance is generally considered to function in a networked 
enviro nment as compared to government which is associated with top -down 
models of governing. See, e.g., Mark Bevir  &  Rod Rhodes, Decentering British 
Governance: From Bureaucracy to Networks  1, 17 (Univ. of Cal. Berkeley Inst.  of 
Governmental Studies, Working Paper No. 2001-11, 2001), available at  
http://igs.berkeley.edu/publications/workingpapers/WP2001 -11.pdf. 

22. See Neocleous, supra  note 1, at 19.  

23. See Heidenheimer, supra  note 12, at 4 on the Greek roots. For the Latin , 
see the entry for òcivitiasó in Encyclopaedia Britannica Online, 
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article -9082770 (last visited Feb. 6, 2008) . 
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terms for òpoliticsó and òpolicyó (both referred to as politique  
and Politik  respectively). 24 An inte resting study has been 
made of this curious situation in which Heidenheimer 
relates the continental use of one term for two concepts to 
the more prominent role of a hierarchical state that 
unilaterally decides issues of publ ic order:  

As the absolutist states assured internal order and s ecurity under 
the label of Policey they approached a situation in which internally 
there was òliterally only Policey, and no longer any Politik, ó in the 
characterization of Carl Schmitt. òPolit ik in the larger sense, high 
Politik, was then only fo r eign Politik, which the sovereign state 

conducted with other sovereign states. ó25 

The diversity of the offspring of the Greek term polis , as 
well as their common root, are  a salient indication of the 
complexity and ambiguity we may encounter when 
inqui r ing into the historical dynamics of the power of police. 
Further questions can be raised as to the difference 
between the police and the power of police: is the policeñin 
the sense used hereñaptly describe d as a function, as a 
power, as a competence, as a means to achieve order , or as 
the purpose of government (the promotion of welfare and 
security)? Is there a difference between the power of police 
and the power to police; the first being a competence, the  
second being a bare fact? The authors have found an 
interesting way out of the need for analytical rigor by 
claiming that the police and the power of police are 
indefinable, 26 a point to which we will return below.  

C.  The Productive Dimension of the Police 

One of the most salient features of this book is the way 
the police is held to be a positive, productive force within 
 

24. Id.  at 6.  

25. Id.  at 1 4 (quoting CARL SCHMITT , DER BEGRIFF DES POLITISCHEN  10-11 
(1963)). The absolute (police) states of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
integrated the concepts of police, policy , and politics into one unilateral and 
undivided power of government.  

26. In my opinion , analytical rigo r is interesting in as far as it raises our 
awareness of significant issues. I would not, however , promote attempts to 
pet rify the usage of terms or conceptual nitpick ing for its own sake. There is too 
much at stake to pretend that the use of concepts is a purely technical 
endeavor.  
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the modern state. I f the contribution s have a common core, 
this is it. The recent reduction of police to the ensemble of 
police officers  reduces the police to a negative, reactive force 
that prevents and represses disturbances of the social 
order. The return to the old concept of police (government in 
a very broad sense) allows one to unveil the constructive 
dimension of the police that ma y be of far greater interest 
to the distribution of risk and opportunities than its role in 
the maintenance of an existing order.  

Initially , before the Thirty Years õ War (1618 -1648), the 
police consisted of rather ad hoc reactive interventions in 
public li fe.27 The advent of the absolute state after the 
Westphalian Peace Treaty of 1648 entailed a police power 
that was òaimed not just at the maintenance or 
reprodu ction of order but to its fabrication ó and òless 
concerned with re-forming  . . . and much more co ncerned 
with actively shapingó the social order. 28 Having regulated 
the issue of exte rnal sovereignty in the said treaty, the 
power of police finally flourished within the confines of an 
internal sovereignty. This internal sovereignty ñdependent 
on the pacif ication of a population by means of the 
monopoly of violenceñturned everybody into the subject of 
a sovereign.29 As the objective of this sovereign was 
supposed to be the welfare of its  people, the res publica , the 
establishment of sovereignty called for an  increasing body 
of enacted laws to be enforced by a growing bureaucracy to 
ensure the transformation of social order align ed with the 
dictates of the enlightened sove reign.30 Though it may not 
be news for historians, it could be elucidating for lawyers to 
realize that there is a rather straightforward continuity 
between th e eighteenth  century police states and the  
twentieth century welfare state s31 to be found in the need to 
create ever more new regulations ñthe impl ementation of 
which requires eve n more sophisticated mon itoring and 

 

27. See Neocleous, supra  note 1, at 25 -26. 

28. Id.  at 26 ; see also Levi &  Hagan,  supra  note 3, at 210. 

29. Mireille Hildebrandt , Trial and ôFair Trial õ: From Peer to Subject to 
Citizen , in  2 THE TRIAL ON TRI AL : JUDGMEN T AND CALLI NG TO A CCOUNT 15-37 

(Antony Duff et al. eds., 2006). 

30. See SIMONE GOYARD -FABRE , JEAN BODI N ET LE DROIT DE LA RÉPUBLIQUE  

(1989); see also infra  Part II (discussing suzerai nty and sove reignty ). 

31. See Neocleous, supra  note 1, at 35. 
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sanctioning. 32 

Obviously , the productive dimension of the police power 
has its risks  depending on the kind of society it esta blishes 
and the kind of checks and balances it incorporates. At the 
same time, however, this dimension has the potential to 
empower citizens and to enlarge the scope for their 
emancipation by means of the creation of specific socio -
technical infrastructures. Alan Hunt õs Police and the 
Regulation of Traffic: Policing as a Civilizing Process?  in 
chapter six  is a nice example of the importance of such 
mundane activ i ties as traffic monitoring which ha s in fact 
been the pr econdition for the explosion of mobility that 
developed since the nineteenth  century. 33 At this point , the 
book clearly hinges on two thoughts: one that acknowledges 
and illustrates the need for the fabrication of social order 
and is willing to a ppreciate the constructive dimension of 
the police; 34 and another that is suspicious of the results of 
this productive d imension, suggesting that such 
apprecia tion is , at best , naïve.35 

Regarding the illiberal coercive power that seems 
inherent in the power of police, Mariana Valverde makes a 
very interesting point in her contribution , Peace, Order and 
Good Government: Policelike Powers in Postcolonial 
Perspective.36 In describing the peculiar relationship 
between Canada and the U nited Kingdom  in terms of the 
transposition of colonial police powers of the former 
imperial sovereign to the Canadian government, she 

 

32. See JAMES C. SCOTT , SEEING L IKE A STATE : H OW CERTAIN SCHEMES TO 

IMPROVE THE HUM AN COND ITION H AVE FAILED  82 (1998) (discussing t he 
construction  of the (nation) state and the welfare sta te with their monitoring 
powers); JOHN TORPE Y, THE INVENTION OF THE PASSPORT: SURVEILLANCE , 
CITIZENSHIP AND THE STATE  116 (2000). 

33. Alan Hunt, Police and the Regulation of Traffic: Policing as a Civilizing 
Process?, in  T HE NEW POLICE SCIENCE , supra  note 1, at 168. Interestingly , a 
study has been published on the c ivili zing process regarding the securi ty that is  
a precondition for the existence of the (n ational) state ña highly relevant topic 
for a new police science. I AN LOADE R &  NEIL  WALKE R , CIVILIZING SECURITY  

(2007). 

34. See Hunt, supra  note 33, at 182; see also Dean, supra note 3, at 201; Levi 

& Hagan, supra  note 3, at 238.  

35. See Tomlins,  supra  note 4, at 252 ( warning against uncritical trust in 

the lawõs capacity to provide remedie s against the power of police ). 

36. Valverde, supra  note 19, at 73. 
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illustrates how this transp osition is not necessarily  a òzero-
sum game.ó37 In fact, in d escribing what she calls the 
òhistory of the present ó of Canadaõs deferential attitude to 
government authority, she demonstrates a multiplication of 
police power between different levels of government. 38 
Valverde thus uncov ers yet another way in which police 
power can be productive ; not just generating social welfare 
or general safety, but also repr oducing itself  at another 
level of governance.39 This could be a very fertile insight 
when studying the emerging power of police at the 
inter national,  supra national,  and transnational level s that 
will  be discussed in Part II.D,  From National Sovereignty to 
Global Empire?  It should prevent us from presuming that 
new powers of police at  the transnational level imply a loss 
of sovereign power for the nation state. In keeping with 
Valverde , no general conclusion can be drawn here as she 
invites lawyers to analy ze the actual òflows, exchanges, and 
tran sformations of knowledge and power that are the lifeblood 
of both ôhighõ law and everyday law enforcementó40ñthus 
introducing a Latourian way of studying the law.  

D.  The Undefinability and the Unlimited Nature of the 
Power of Police 

Related to the productive dimension of the police is the 
recurrent claim that it is unlimited by definition and  for 
that reason , cannot be limited. 41 Though its workings can 
be enumeratedñfrom water management to civil registration, 
traffic regulation, taxation, social security, etc. ñin the end , 
its scope cannot be determined. 42 The productive dimension 
ventures into  the future, anticipating potential effects of 
intended measuresñalways on the verge of the unknown 
that must be mastered to prevent mishaps and to create 
new opportunities. The indefinable nature of the power to 

 

37. I d. at 74 -75. 

38. I d. at 100 -02. 

39. I d. at 79.  

40. Valverde, supra  note 19, at 75.  

41. See Dubber & Valverde, supra  note 4, at 1.  

42. See id. at 4.  
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police is a starting point for many of the contributions. 43 
The ind eterminacy of the concept of the police may at first 
seem to be a conceptual issue indicating that what we have 
here is a vague term, denoting phenomena that have some 
family r esemblance but not necessarily a common core. To 
artifici ally construct a common core would hide important 
aspects of the police by placing them outside the definition. 
Most of the authors , for this reason , rightly reject a formal 
definition of what they mean by òpolice.ó This does not 
imply that anything goes a s far as the meaning of òpoliceó is 
concerned; rather , it  suggests that we are dealing with 
what Gallie has termed òan essentially contested concept ó: 
the term easily evokes evaluative dimensions and its 
application depends on the context of use. 44 These 
conditions are not specific for the police ñin fact , the 
concept of law is equally vague and indefinable. Uwe Wesel 
once exclaimed that answering the question , òWhat in fact 
is law? . . . is as simple as nailing a pudding to the wall. ó45 
To come to grips with the law equally implies evaluative 
considerations , and its usage will also vary depending on 
the historical and cultural context. 46 In relation to the 
power of police , I would argue that this power is 
under determined  because of its inherent need for discr et ion 
but , therefore , not necessarily unlimited as some of the 
authors claim. The idea that the power of police is 
unli mited must not be conflated with the issue of 
conceptual undefinability. The notion of being unlimited 
draws on the proposition that the la w depends on the power 
to police because it is understood  to historically precede the 
law and because of its supposedly unrestricted 

 

43. See Neocleous, supra  note 1, at 20; see also Dubber, supra  note 14, at 
109 (arguing that law may limit the use of the power to police but not its scope); 
Farmer, supra  note 10, at 154. 

44. W.B. Gallie, Essentially Contested Concepts , in  56 PROCEEDINGS OF THE 

ARISTOTELIAN SOCIETY 167 (1956). 

45. UWE WESEL , FRÜ HFORMEN DES RECHTS IN V ORSTAATLICHEN 

GESELLSCHAFTEN  52 (1985) (òWas ist eigentlich Recht? Eine Antwort ist ähnlich 
einfach wie der bekannte Versuch, einen Pudding an die Wand zu nageln .ó). 
Unless otherwise noted, all translations are my own.  

46. Cf. H.  PATRICK GLE NN , LEGAL T RADITIONS OF THE WORLD (2d ed. 2004); 
DWORKIN , supra  note 5, at 410 (asserting that as the law does not sp eak for 
itself, interpretation is t he core enterprise for the judge); CLIFFORD GEERTZ , 
LOCAL K NOWLEDGE : FURTHE R ESS AYS IN INTERPR ETIVE ANTHROPOLOGY  (1983). 
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discretionary power. The most sophisticated philosophical 
argument for this position is Carl Schmitt õs notion of 
sovereignt y, of which the power to police seems to be an 
attribute or even a synonym. According to Schmitt , the 
sovereign is the one that decides about the state of 
emergency (or exception), initiating the moment when the 
law is suspended. 47 Neocleous and many of the  other 
authors follow the Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben at 
this point who wrote a compelling analysis of what he calls 
the homo sacerña notion of ancient Roman law depicting a 
person that is outlawed by his fellows and thus placed 
outside the protect ion of the law. 48 Agamben had theñ
rhetor icallyñbrilliant idea to connect the notion of 
outlawry with Foucault õs discussions of òbio-poweróñwhich 
is the power exercised over the ònakedó bodies of a 
population  unpr otected by the legal subjectivity (persona) 
that shields their vulnerable bodies of flesh and blood from 
the monitoring gaze of disciplinary practices. 49 To 
Agamben, the most salient demonstration of the workings 
of such bio-power is what he calls the òcampóñexemplified 
in the Nazi concentration camps .50 Buil ding on Schmitt õs 
notion of sovereignty , he depicts the homo sacer as the 
naked body that is under the rule of police  and outside the 
domain of law: illegal immigrants, illegal enemy 
combatants , and other subjects that are in fact objectified to 
an extent no longer compatible with the notion of the 
human person. 51 In having the power to suspend the rule of 
law in states of emergency, the sovereign is both inside and 
outside the domain of law: the choice to define a situation 
as an emergency is his own  and cannot be contested as this 
contestation depends on the (re)instatement of the rule of 
law. 52 In other words , the law does not rule, the sovereign 

 

47. CARL SCHMITT , POLITICAL T HEOLOGY : FOUR CHAPTE RS ON THE CONCEPT OF 

SOVEREIGNTY  5-9 (George Schwab trans., Univ. of Chicago Press 2005) (1922).  

48. GIORGIO AGAM BEN , H OMO SACE R: SOVEREIGN POWER AND BARE L IFE 8 
(Daniel Heller -Roazen trans ., Stanford Univ. Press 1998) (1995). 

49. Id.  at 5; see also Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality , in  1 THE 

WILL TO KNOWLEDGE  (1998). Agambenõs connection may be r hetorically brilliant  
but his torically and theoretically problematic. See infra  Part II.D.  

50. AGAM BEN , supra  note 49, at 166 -68. 

51. Id.  at 26 -27. 

52. This isñof courseñSchmittõs position elaborated in supra  note 48. 
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rules. He can do this by means of law or by other means 
depending on his arbitrary will ; in the police st ate, the 
prince rules according to his arbitrary will ( le bon plaisir du 
prince ).53 Agambenñand most of the authors ñseems not to 
believe in the rule of law or to equate it with a rule by law 
(legalism). Throughout the book , law and police are claimed 
to be separate domains, and the reader may get the feeling 
that those who advocate legal regulation, human rights , 
and intern ational law are obfuscating the actual workings 
of the police. The legal discourse is seen as a way to 
legitimize discipl inary practices that follow a logic 
inherently opposed to the fundamental principles of law. 
We may detect some deeply Foucaldian intuitions at this 
point which I suspect of o bfuscating the productive force of 
the law and the complex interrelation between law and 
police i n constitutional d emocracy. I will return to this point 
in the section on The Core Opposition: Law and Police .54 

E.  Police Theory or Police Science? 

One can question the label attached to the studies 
undertaken in this volume. 55 Neocleous reminds the reader  
that the original Polizeiwissenschaften  (police sciences) of 
the seventeenth and eighteenth  centuries were meant to 
sustain and i mprove the powers of the police, consisting of 
elaborate advice to the bureaucrats of the modern state. 56 
The police science presented in this volume, however, aims 
to develop a more critical understanding of the scope and 
exercise of the power to police. Its methodology seems at 
odds with the r ationalism of the cameralist science as 
developed within the framework of German mercan tilism, 
inclining towards political and social theory with strong 
critical ince ntives. Foucault and Agamben have inspired 
many of the a uthors while repeated reference to Adam 
 

Agamben refers to Schmitt throughout his book. For example, see AGAMBEN , 
supra  note 49, at 15.  

53. The notion of le bon plaisir du prince  refers to the unlimited 

discretionary powers of eighteenth century absolutism, cf. J ACQUES CHEVALLIER , 
LõETAT DE DROIT 16 (2d ed. 1994). 

54. See infra  Part III.  

55. See Neocleous, supra  note 1, at 21 ; see also Tomlins , supra  note 4, at 

279-81. 

56. Neocleous, supra  note 1, at 21. 
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Smith links the project to political economy in a very broad 
sense, emphasizing t he relationship between police, 
welfare , and the state. Does this imply that the notion of a 
òpolice theoryó would better indicate the kind of research 
presented here and should therefor e replace the concept of a 
òpolice scienceó? If we follow a strict div ision of tasks 
between empirical sc iences and discursive humanities , we 
should indeed prefer to speak of a police theory in line with 
social and cultural theory. However, such disciplinary 
distributions are problematic in the light of the project that 
is at stake here. It may, for instance, suggest that the 
discussions do not count as scientifically valid and need not 
be taken ser iously by those involved in the construction of 
scientific knowledge. The whole project would thus fall prey 
to the monopolistic tendencies of the paradigms of the 
natural sc iences,57 discrediting the explicit argument to 
reinvent a pre -disciplinary ñor rather , post-disciplinary ñ
perspective  on the police. 58 One can argue that a police 
theory, as pra cticed in a trans -disciplinary academ ic 
community of lawyers, social scientists, social and political 
theorists, historians , and others, in fact requires adherence 
to scientific  standards like sound argumentation, accurate 
and relevant reference to one õs sources, visible awareness of 
relevant  research in the area of investigation, contestability 
of oneõs findings in the sense of being open to relevant 
counter arguments , and a willingness to explain the 
assumptions of oneõs research. As a matter of fact, s uch 
scientific standards would  imply th at empirical r esearch 
consisting of large scale statistical surveys does not 
necessarily produce  scientific knowledge . Whether this is 
the case will depend  on whether the research  involves  
serious argumentation ñfor instance, argumentation 
regarding  the qualifications that precede quantification or 
argumentation regarding  the relationship between 
statistical significance and scie ntific relevance in the 
specific domain that is under invest igation. By speaking of 
a òpolice science,ó the authors seem to have ta ken a stance 

 

57. For a farewell to outdated paradigms of the natural sciences, including 
an opening to find middle ground with the social sciences, see ILYA PRIGOGINE &  

IS ABELLE STENGE RS , ORDE R OUT OF CHAOS : M ANõS NEW DIALOGUE WITH NATURE 

(1984). 

58. See, e.g., Dubber, supra  note 14, at 108; Hunt, supra  note 33, at 168; 
Neocleous, supra  note 1, at 19 ; Valverde , supra  note 19, at 102 . 
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in a debate about the nature of scie ntific research, rejecting 
empiricist or rationalist monopolies on scientific knowledge 
production. Considering the claims they make about the 
uncritical character of the old police sciences , as well as the 
reductive nature of the present focus on empirical policy 
studies , this rejection makes sense as central to their 
project.  

II.   THE ORIGINS OF THE MODERN STATE : SUZERAINTY AND 

SOVEREIGNTY  

A.  From òMirrors of Princesó to Police Science 

In chapter two , Spir itual and Earthly Police: Theories 
of the State in Early Modern Europe ,59 Pasquale Pasquino 
discusses two handbooks of early -modern Protestant 
Germany, pr oviding an interesting insight in to the practical 
bearings of the emerging police science of the second  half of 
the seventeenth  century. 60 Written by high ranking civil 
servants with little i nterest in theoretical exploration such 
as practiced by Bodin or Hobbes, the  authors  tried to come 
to terms with the demands of a Christian polity as a 
hierarchically or dered territorial state. 61 As Pasquino 
remarks, these expositions differ su bstantially from the 
medieval òmirror of princes ó (Fürstenspiegel) which 
basically provided advice to a ruler (prince) to develop the 
right character (virtues) in order to rule succe ssfully. 62 
Instead of addressing the person who rules, the treatises  
discussed by Pasquino  address techniques of governing and 
òthe first rudimentary elements of an administrative 
science.ó63 This shift , from addressing the personal power to 
police of mediev al times to addressing the more abstract 

 

59. Pasquale Pasquino, Spiritual and Earthly Police: Theories of the State in 
Early -Modern Europe , in  T HE NEW POLICE SCIENCE , supra  note 1, at  42. 

60. I d. at 42 (discussing Dietrich Reinkingkõs B IBLISCHE POLICE Y  and Veit 
Ludwig Seckendorffõs TEUTSCHE R FÜRS TENSTAAT ). 

61. See id. at 43-44, 53-54. 

62. Id.  at 56; see, e.g., PHILIPPUS DE LEYDIS , T RACTATUS DE CURA REIPUBLI CAE 

ET SORTE PRINCIPANTIS  (written in 1355 for Duke William, vassal of the German 
Emperor) ; N ICCOLO M ACHI AVELLI , I L PRI NCIPE  (written in 1513 for Lorenzo die 
Piero de Medici, ruler of Flo rence). 

63. Pasquino, supra  note 60, at 56. 
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and distant powers of the police states of the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries , is crucial for understanding the 
police power in the modern state which cannot be equated 
with the restricted policing powers of t he medieval kings. 
To explain the diffe rence, we need to briefly explore the 
move from suzerainty to sovereignty at the threshold of 
modernity.  

B.  The Pater Familias as Lord , Peer, and Vassal  

In chapter four , The New Police Science and the Police 
Power Model of the Criminal Process , Markus Dubber 
develops the idea that the governance of the modern state 
can be seen in continuity with the rule of the head of the 
patr iarchal household 64 which are both concerned with the 
òpublic police and economyó of their re alm. In the words of 
Wi l liam Blackstone:  

By the public police and economy I mean the due reg ulation and 
domestic order of the kingdom , whereby the i ndividuals of the 
state, like members of a well -governed family, are bound to 
conform their general behavior  to the rules of propriety, good 
neighborhood and good manners , and to be decent, industr ious and 
inoffensive in their r espective stations. 65 

Dubber has argued this position in The Police Power , 
and takes the opportunity to extend his analysis here with 
regard to the criminal process. His point has been made by 
the German legal philosopher Gustav Radbruch and the 
German sociologist Max Weber who claim ed that the 
origins of the criminal law should not be located in the 
 

64. Dubber,  supra note 14, at 107 -08 (using the term ògovernanceó when 
referring to the sim i la rity between the government of the modern state and the 

government of the pater familias , speaking of patriarchal governance ; t his is 
confusing because the similarity consists in the top -down model of government 
which is exemplary of the powers of a bureau cratic government rather than the 

mix of peer -to-peer, top-down, and bott om-up models of power that is exemplary 
of governance in a networked environment ). 

65. M ARKUS D. DUBBER , THE POLI CE POWE R: PATRIARCHY AND THE 

FOUNDATIONS  OF AMERICAN GOVE RNMENT , at xii  (2005) (quoting Commonwealth 
v. McHale, 97 Pa. 397 (1881));  see also Christ opher Tomlins, To Improve the 
State and Condition of Man: The Power to P olice and the History of American 
Governance, 53 BUFF . L.  REV . 1215 (2005) (reviewing M ARKUS D. DUBBER , T HE 

POLICE POWE R: PATRI ARCHY AND THE FOUNDATIONS OF AMERI CAN GOVE RNMENT  
(2005)). 
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pr ivate revenge of peers in a non -state society, but in the 
juri sdiction these peers exercised as lords over the serfs 
belonging to their estate (household). 66 

Though the relationship between lord and serf was not 
one of slavery, the lord had a kind of absolute power of 
police over those belongin g to his household including the 
power to punish according to his own discretion. 67 Apart 
from self -limitation , this power of police was subject to no 
constraints òexcept insofar as [the head of the household ] 
proved himself unfit for his post .ó68 

In the concluding chapter, Framing the Fragments: 
Police: Genealogies, Discourses, Locales, Principles , 
Christ opher Tomlins writes that òDubberõs reading of the 
state  . . . [as] the patriarchal household enfolding micro 
households . . . ignores aspects of the Aristo telian 
representation of oikoi  that  . . . make possible th e . . . polis , 
a space not of hierarchy but of equality, fre edom, and 
virtuous civic participation. ó69 The micro households do not 
necessarily reproduce a macro household with the same 
logic.70 Tomlin s thus suggests that Dubber õs equation of the 
police powers of the modern state with the patria potestas  of 
a pater familias  is problematic. 71 Though I would agree that 
constitutional democracy contains constitutive constraints 
absent in the patriarchal hou sehold, to which I will return 
in Part III,  Law and Police , I do think that Dubber õs 
analogy with the police powers of the lord over his serfs 
makes sense. To clarify why this is the case , we need to 
make a small historical excursion into the feudal middle  

 

66. GUSTAV RADBRUCH , ELEGANTI AE JURIS CRIMINALIS  1-13 (1950); M AX 

WEBER , RECHTSSOZIOLOGIE  241-63 (Johannes Winkelmann ed., 1960); see also P. 
W. A. IMMINK , AT THE ROOTS OF M EDIEVAL SOCIETY I:  T HE WESTERN EM PI RE  9-81 

(1958); M IREILLE H ILDEBRANDT , V RIJHEID EN STRAF : ONTSTAAN EN ONTWIKKELING 

VAN STRAF E N STRAFRECHT I N  HET DENKEN V AN P.W.A.  IMMINK  (1908-1965) 
(2005). 

67. DUBBER , supra  note 66, at 44  (ò[T]he householderõs power was 
essentially arbitrary, as well as broad. This meant that it was not susceptible to  

prior definition .ó). 

68. Dubber,  supra  note 14, at 110. 

69. Tomlins, supra  note 4, at 260. See Tomlins,  supra  note 4, at 259 for a 
brief description of òAristotelian oikos.ó 

70. See id. 

71. I d.  
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ages. 

The relationship between lord and serf to which 
Radbruch and Weber refer originates in the Germanic non -
state society preceding the age of suzerainty. This non -state 
society had two realms of governance. First, we have the 
assembly of independent lo rds who discussed issues of 
public concern in the Germanic Thing .72 The assembly 
convened as peers, since being a lord meant that one did not 
recognize the authority of any other peer. This public 
intercourse constituted a p olitical realm of free and equal 
heads of households.73 This political realm is similar to the 
polis, a òspace . . . of equality, freedom ó74 to which Tomlins 
refers. Other than Tomlins õs òAristotelian representation of 
oikoi , that  . . . make[s] possible . . . virtuous civic 
participation, ó75 the peers of the Germanic assembly did not 
represent their household and were not involved in civic 
participation  as they were neither civilians nor citizens. 76 
Second, every lord exercised the patria potestas  over his 
household, acting as pater familias  over his subjects (family 
and serfs). This constituted a realm of police within the 
confines of the household. The lord was thus at the nexus of 
politics and police, acting as a free and independent agent 
within the domain of his peers and acting as the one  in 
authority in the domain of his household. With the advent 
of the Frankish kingdoms , the non -state Germanic society 
was transformed into a society in which one of the lords 
claimed authority over the others as their king, requiring 
their oath of persona l loyalty. This oath provided the king 
with their auxilium et consilium  (assistance and advice) in 
exchange for which they fell within the mund  (peace) of the 

 

72. See the entry òthingó in Encyclopaedia Britannica Online, 
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article -9072133/thing  (last visited Feb. 6, 2008).  

73. See DUBBE R , supra  note 66, at 3 ; H ILDEBRANDT , supra  note 67, at 26 
(discussing the allod  (estate) as the foundation of (1) the public authority of a 
lord over his serfs and (2) the exercise of his political rights within the 
Germanic Thing  (referring to P. W. A. IMMINK , L A L IBE RTÉ ET LA PEINE  30 
(1973))). 

74. Tomlins, supra  note 4, at 260.  

75. Id.  

76. Id . Also see CORNELIUS T ACITUS , GE RMANI A  171 (J.B. Riv es trans., 1999), 
written at the end of the first century (remarking in chapter 11 t hat when the 
assembly convened, they were armed ñt his was not a pacified, civilian 
jurisdiction ). 
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king. In fact , their allod  (domain, estate) became part of the 
kingõs domain, which he, ho wever, lent back to them as a 
feud (a domain held in tenure), turning them into his 
vassals while they remained lord to their serfs. Thus , a new 
situation emerged in which the king was the overlord or 
suzerain  of the other lords, esta blishing a very peculiar 
asymmetrical reciprocity between former peers. 
Interestingly, initially the suzerain could not claim any 
authority over the subjects of his vassals who now found 
themselves at the nexus of two realms once again: (1) a 
political sphere in which they were subjects of a king and (2) 
a political sphere in which they were lord  over their serfs. 
Within the royal sphere , they were subject to the emerging 
power of police of the suzerain which was in itially very 
limited due to the fragile balance of powers b etween the 
king and his often powerful vassals. Within the sphere of 
the household , they were exercising their own power of 
policeñthough at some point criminal jurisdiction was 
extended to the royal sphere. In non -state societies , as well 
as in the age of suzerainty , the governmental powers 
derived , to a large extent , from the adjudicative 
interve ntions of the lord or overlord. They ruled by holding 
court. 77 In the course of the late middle ages , the suzerain 
kings used the royal jurisdiction to get a better grip on th eir 
vassals (forbidding private revenge) and their vassals õ 
subjects (initiating a royal complaints jurisdiction which 
gradually took over the adjudication of disputes between 
subjects of the overlords õ vassals). The hallmark of the 
governance model of the  suzerain was adjudication, 
implying a weak type of government in need of constant 
negotiations b etween the suzerain and his vassals. The 
adjudication in this era was participatory. 78 To claim that 
in this situation the king ruled his vassals or their subje cts 
as a pater familias  with arbitrary powers of police would be 
missing the point entirely: it is only with the advent of 
sovereignty that the kings managed to establish a 
substantial power of police over both the lords and their 

 

77. See BERM AN , supra  note 17, at 8 8. 

78. See id. at 324 -28 (discussing participatory adjudication in the manor ); 
see also id. at 307 -10 (discussing participatory justice in the feudal legal order 
that const i tutes  suzerainty ). This type of adjudication was exemplary for the 
limited po wers of the suzer ain. See, e.g., id.  at 68 (òThe king had to beg and 
pray, as Maitland put it, for he could not command and punish .ó). 
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subjects, turning them in to equals in relationship to his 
plenitudo potestas . 

C.  From Suzerainty to Sovereignty  

To understand sovereignty as a radically new type of 
powerñeven if proclaimed to continue the imperial powers 
of the Roman Emperors ñwe can take recourse to Jean 
Bodinõs Six livres de la République  (1576).79 In this treatise , 
Bodin explains the radically new foundation of royal power 
in the concept of sovereignty which he considers to be the 
precondition for the management of the res publica  while 
understanding the king no t as a person , but as the highest 
office.80 His concept of sovereignty is composed of three 
layers. First, la puissance publique de commandement  (the 
public power to command) recognizes the power to legislate 
as the first attribute of the sovereign (rather than the 
suzerainõs limited powers of adjudication), implying a 
unilateral competence to command while rejecting the 
reciprocal rel ationship between lord and vassal. Second, la 
continuité de la puissance publique  (the durability of the 
public power) makes the power to command dependent on 
the office of the king instead of his person, thus creating a 
new type of legal certainty beyond the fragility of a human 
person. Third, la puissance absolue (the absolute power) 
guarantees the i mpartiality of the royal of fice from powerful 
lords that may distract the king from serving the res 
publica  (internal so vereignty) while also referring to the 
notion of independence with regard to other states (external 
sovereignty). In fact, after the conclusion of the 
Westphalian Peace Treaty of 1648, sovereign states were 
seen to be the only answer to the religious wars that were 
devastating early modern Europe, establishing the 
foundations for a realm of public international law. The 
mutual recognition of sovereign states as mutu ally 
independent actors in an international arena in which no 
state could claim authority over another, was thus made 
possible by a conceptualization of sove reignty in continuity 

 

79. Cf. GOYARD -FABRE , supra  note 30, at  159-73. 

80. See generally ERNST H.  K ANTOROWICZ , THE  K INGõS T WO BODIES : A  STUDY 

IN M EDIAEVAL POLITI CAL T HEOLOGY  (1957) (discussing the ground -breaki ng 
study of the difference between the person and the office of the king ). 
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with the freedom and independence of the former pater 
familias . As in the cas e of the Germanic assembly of equally 
independent lords, this realm of international law leads to  
either  war , or consent in the case of interstate conflicts , 
because the exercise of police power is reserved for domestic 
affairs presuming a power to command  which is absent 
between peers. Notably, Bodin d oes not think that the 
powers of the king are unlimited. Despite claiming royal 
power to be absolute, Bodin recognize s three restrictions on 
royal competence: (1) divine and natural laws , (2) the 
fundamental laws of the monarchy , and (3) respect for 
private property. However, the sovereign c ould not be called 
to account for keeping within these limits by anyone but 
Godñhe could not be forced to obey even his own law by 
another human person. This again si gnifie s an interesting 
continuity: in the realm of intern ational law we have no 
supranational authority to enforce the law to which parties 
have voluntarily agreed. Though states are legally bound by 
international law, its enforc ement depends on their 
willingnes s to comply and on exis t ing power relations. This 
creates a tension evident in Bodin õs modern emphasis on 
absolute powers combined with his medieval reference to 
certain limitations . This  tension is aptly described for 
modern international rel ations by Ron  Levi and John 
Hagan in chapter eight  on Intern ational Police . Their aim is 
to understand òthe possibilities and limits of a presently 
emerging transnational legal field, that of international 
criminal law. ó81 Their default position is that  

[P]rograms for i nternational reform are often imagined as purely a 
question of police, so that questions of law  . . . are displaced in the 
process . . . [and] programs to promote i nternational law are often 
invested with a wide array of legal tools and juridical authority  
but are provided no powers of ôpoliceõ through which this authority 

can be effectively mob ilized. 82 

Though I will return to the challenges of transn ational 
violence to the concept of sovereignty, 83 it should be clear 
that the idea of a sovereign state basic ally rules out 
transnational interventions of police. In fact, the relations 

 

81. Levi & Hagan, supra  note 3, at 209.  

82. Id.  

83. See infra  Part II .D.  
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between sovereign states demand a rule of law without the 
power of police, like in the case of the non -state Germanic 
society of peers.84 This is why international public law 
resorts to punitive interventions like economic sanctions, 
very much reminiscent of the figure of outlawry typical for 
legal traditions in societies without a state. Introducing a 
tran snational police would imply that one state holds 
authority over another, dis respecting the independence 
inherent in the notion of sovereignty. 85 Mitchell Dean refers 
to Schmitt õs analysis of the decline of the European -based 
system of intern ational law 86 with the return of the notion 
of a just war, which seems to fit the logic of th e pre-
Westphalian era in which the aim of a war could well be to 
establish the power to police over another state after 
conquering its territory or population.  

The point of this excursion into the roots of sovereignty 
is to trace the origins  of the power t o police in the 
emergence of sovereignty over and against suzer ainty . With 
the advance of the power to legislate as the first attribute of 
sovereignty at the beginnings of modernity , we encounter 
the concomitant advance of the power to police, from an ad 
hoc reactive power in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries 
to a more systematically developed science of police in the 
absolute (police) states of  seventeenth and eighteenth 
century Europe. Other than what Agamben suggests,87 the 
notion of police has always  been a crucial part of the notion 
of sovereignty, being the condition of possibility for an 

 

84. See, e.g., WESEL , supra  note 46, at 52 -68 (discussing law in non -state 
societies); see also E. Adamson Hoebel, Feud: Concept, Reality and Method in 
the Study of Primitive Law , in  1 ESSAYS ON M ODERNI ZATION OF 

UNDERDEVELOPED SOCIETIES  500 (A. R. Desai  ed., 1972); SIMON ROBERTS , ORDE R 

AND DISPUTE : AN INTRODUCTION TO LEGAL ANTHROPOLOGY  (1979). 

85. A transnational police should not be confused with a supranational 
police force which would imply some kind of supranational world government.  
The adventures of U nited Nations peace-keeping forces seem to build on a 
complex mix of national authority and international consensus struggling with 
competing loya l ties, ad hoc legal contraptions , and unstable power relations.  

86. Dean, supra  note 3, at 188 -90. 

87. Cf. Dubber, supra  note 14, at 109 (òSovereignty without the power to 
police is no sovereignty at all ó); Tomlins, supra  note 4, at 259  (indicat ing that 
Dubber i n fact corrects Agambenõs view that òthe concept of sovereignty has 
been . . . introduced into the figure of the police ó only relatively recently 
(referring to GIORGIO AGAMBE N , M EANS WITHOUT END : NOTES ON POLITICS  102 
(Vincenzo Binetti & Cesare Casarino trans., Univ. of Minn. Press 2000) (1996))).  
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effective power to legislate which is actually a part of the 
original notion of the police. We shal l  return to this point in 
the next section when discussing the i mplications of the 
emergence of transnational governance for the power of 
police. 

D.  From National Sovereignty to Global Empire?  

In chapters seven and eight,  the implications of 
transnational violence are assessed for the new police 
science. In the light of the historical move from suzerainty 
to sovereignty, transnational violence raises many 
questions. For example,  to what e xtent does international 
terrorism wipe out the difference between internal and 
external enemies ? I s the system of i nternational law,  built 
on the idea of sovereign nation -states, crumbling under the 
weight of police interventions by ind ividual states on the 
territory of other states , or is the system of international 
law eroding due to an increasing number of failed states 
that challen ge the concept of the sovereign state as a viable 
instrument to bring order in international affairs ? How can 
a national state defend itself and its cit izens against fraud 
and tax -evasion committed by transn ational companies that 
are not bound to a territo ry  and are  focused on capital flows 
that acquire an ever more virtual nature ? Does a concept 
like sovereignty lose its meaning when co ncepts like 
territory and population denote realities in flux that can no 
longer serve as stable points of reference? 88 Does it still 
make sense to speak of a monopoly of violence in the 
emerging world order, or should we speak of an emerging 
world chaos that nourishes on crises, the way Naomi Klein 
has recently suggested? 89 More to the point , can the power 
of police survive wi thout the monopoly of violence? What 
does law mean when the monopoly of violence does not 
hold? The response to these questions may benefit from the 
previous analysis because non -state societies are 
characte r ized by the absence of such a monopoly and 
suzerainty ba lances on the threshold of an emerging 

 

88. M EANS  SASKI A SASSEN , TERRITORY , AUTHORITY , RIGHTS : FROM M EDIEVAL 

TO GLOBAL ASSEMBLAGES (2006).  

89. NAOMI K LEIN , T HE SHOCK DOCTRINE : THE RISE OF DISASTE R CAPITALISM  
(2007). 
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monopoly of violence.  

In chapter seven, Dean discusses Military Inte rvention 
as òPoliceó Action? To begin with , he discusses Agambenõs 
claim that the first Gulf War finally introduced the concept 
of sovereignt y into the figure of the p olice, stating that 
according to Agamben , òpolice operates within the ôdecisionõ 
on the ôstate of exception,õ whichñfol lowing Carl Schmitt 
(1922)ñdefines the operation of sove reignty.ó90 Agamben 
argues that   

[t]he investiture of th e sovereign as policeman  . . . makes it 
necessary to criminalize the adversary  . . . . Such an operation is 
not obliged to respect any juridical rule and can thus make no 
distinctions between the civilian population and soldiers, as well 
as between the people and their criminal sovereign, thereby 

returning to the most archaic conditions of belligerence. 91  

Dean also notes that Agamben õs allusions to police 
unambiguously r efer to òthe extralegal use of violence by 
sovereign autho r ity.ó92 As explained in the pr evious section, 
the problem with this position is that the police ha s always 
been part of the workings of sovereignty. One could even 
argue that the power of police can only be found in a 
sovereign state that has pacified its population, clearing the 
way for the positive, constructive dimension of the power of 
police. The n ecessity to criminalize the adversary must 
indeed be part of sovereignty because ñas Chantal Mouffe 
has aptly demo nstrated 93ñthe difference between an 
adversary and an e nemy is the differen ce between inclusion 
and exclusion , which is central to sovereignty. However, the 
claim that criminalization implies that there are no 
juridical rules to apply and the claim that criminalization 
erases the distin ction between civilians and soldiers , make s 
no sense. Crim inalization, like policing, presumes that the 
adversary is within the jurisdiction of the sovereign, 
meaning that the normal  juridical rules apply except in the 
case of emergency. Being indebted to Schmitt, Agamben õs 
point is that we live in an extended state of exception which 

 

90. Dean, supra  note 3, at 185. 

91. Id. at 185 -86 (quoting AGAMBE N , supra  note 89, at 105 ). 

92. Id. at 187. 

93. CHANTAL M OUFFE , T HE DEMOCRATIC PARADOX  (2000). 
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implies that the rule of law is suspended on a permanent 
basis. This, however, seems an artificial description of what 
is actually at stake. The problems Agamben describes ñ 
contrary to his opinion ñrelate to the decline of sovereignty. 
For instance, the renewed prominence of the doctrine of the 
just war, stemming from an era before sovereignty 
consolidated, implies that the ta rgets of transnational 
violence against individual terrorists or rogue states are 
neither adversa ries nor enemies: they lack the protection of 
both the criminal law (internal sove reignty) and the 
protection of prisoners of war (external so vereignty). 
Agambenõs famous icon of the homo sacer, the outlaw, as 
the subject of Schmittian sovereignty and Fo ucaldian bio -
power is equally flawed because ñlike the just war ñthis is 
a figure stemming from an era before sovereignty emerged. 
Rather than comparing the naked bodies assembled in the 
Nazi  camps to the outlaw s in early Roman and Germanic 
history, we should compare economic sanctions against 
sovereign states to the Germanic or early Roman sanction 
of outlawry. 94 Similar flaws can be found in the p osition of 
Hardt and Negri who emphasize the blurring of the borders 
between the internal and external arms of powe r (thus 
blurring one of the most central attributes of sove reignty), 
while they still find that òô[t ]he juridical power to rule over 
the exception and the capacity to deploy police force are 
thus two initial coordinates that define the imperial model 
of authority. õó95 Whereas Hardt and Negri refer to 
Foucaultõs description of seventeenth and eighteenth 
century police science, Dean  rightly  wonders: 

[H] ow might this analysis be related to Empireõs use of the term to 
denote the form of exercise of imperial sove reign right? We are 
nowhere offered a discussion of the tr ajectory of the notion of 
police or an attempt to say how cu r rent police action is different 

 

94. Agamben does not take the G ermanic outlaw as a first point of reference 

in his r hetorically brilliant discourse. He prefers the more mysterious homo 
sacer, depicting him as an enigmatic figure of early Roman law, without 
mentioning that the era of the homo sacer is the era of the ol d Roman Kings 
whose position compares well to the medieval suzer ain. Their monopoly of 
violence was rud imentary if not simply non -existent, calling for other means to 
sustain the la w including participatory justice, outlawry , and ritual execution.  
AGAMBE N , supra note 88, at 104.  

95. Dean, supra  note 3, at 186 (quoting HARDT &  NEGRI , supra  note 18, at 
17). 
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from or similar to the police that existed across different European 

territories in former times. 96 

Actual ly , Foucault describe d seventeenth and eighteenth 
century police as a pastoral power over a population, 
emphasizing the productive character of the police of the 
seventeenth and eighteenth century police science. Dean 
rightly concludes that such an underst anding of police 
cannot limit itself to military inte rventions but should  
òinclude agencies of global economic i ntervention (the World 
Trade Organi zation [WTO], Intern ational Monetary Fund 
[IMF], World Bank) and humanitarian and moral agencies 
(nongovernmental o rganizations [NGOs]). ó97 I would add 
that the link between police and sovereignty implies a link 
with an effective m onopoly of violence with regard to a 
territory or a population which is notably absent at the 
global level. The rhetorical usage of òpoliceó in international 
relationsñfrom Theodore Rooseveltõs claim for the need to 
exercise an international police power as stated in the  
Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine to the Dutch òpoliceó 
action in their Indonesian colony to I gnatieffõs call for an 
int ernational police to implement Can adian Peace, Order , 
and Good Government (POGG) throug hout the world ñ
should not tempt us to mistake power politics for 
government authority as we have no transn ational 
sovereignty and no monopoly on violence to depend on. 98 
Speaking of transnational violence in terms of police and 
sovereignty may in fact  blind us to the explosive 
connections between the gover nmentality of a control 
society with fuzzy borders and the governance of 
transnational capital flows. I do think  that  Hardt and Negri 
have a point  here. The logic of governmentality and that of 
governance have an interesting sim ilarity even if their 
objectives differ. However, n either thrives on un i lateral 
sovereign power,  both work with òa specific and complex 

 

96. Dean, supra  note 3, at 186 -87. 

97. Id.  at 187. 

98. See id.  at 190 -91 (discussing Theodore Rooseveltõs Corol lary to the 
Monroe Doctrine ); Levi  &  Hagan, supra  note 3, at 20 7-08 (also discussing 
Rooseveltõs Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine); see also Valverde, supra  note 19, 
at 80 -81 (discussing Michael Ignatieff õs call for POGG  powers in Canada); Levi 
& Hagan, supra  note 3, at 229 -30 (also discussing Ignatieffõs call for POGG 
powers). 
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form of power (institutions, procedures, analys es, tactics) 
that ôhas as its target population, as its principle form of 
knowledge political economy, and as its essential technical 
means apparatuses of security. õó99 The citation is from 
Lindsay Farmer quoting  Michel Foucault describing 
governmentality, and th is description holds to a large 
degree for public and private models of governance. They 
connect easily to what Deleuze has termed òsocieties of 
controló100ñthe twentieth and twenty -first centuries follow -
up of the eighteenth a nd nineteenth centuriesõ òdiscipl inary 
societiesó101 described by Foucault, which in their turn 
followed the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries of  
òsovereign societies.ó102 

Both governance and governmentality are capable of 
functioning at transnat ional levels, connecting to the global 
capitalist empire described by Hardt and Negri. The 
paradigms on which sovereignty and governance thrive are, 
however, less interoperable (to use a term that may be of 
crucial relevance for policing in the information  age). The 
unilateral authority of sovereign power is at odds with the 
dynamics of a negotiated governance as well as with the 
intricate techniques, tactics , and institutional flexibility of 
the governmentality of the òsocieties of control.ó103 

If, other tha n sovereignty, governmentality can function 
at a transnational level, something like a transnational 
police may be emerging beyond the scope of sovereignty, 
interconnected with private governance of transnational 
companies. Such a transnational police may be 
uncontrollable in its controlling powers, but it could entail 
the productive force for what Foucault called a little extra 
life ,104 in this case , for post -citizens in a post -sovereign 
landscape. To call this post -sovereign transnational 
 

99. Farmer,  supra  note 10, at 149  (quoting  Michel Foucault, 
Governmentality , in  POWE R 220 (J. D.  Faubion  ed., 2000)). 

100. Gille s Deleuze, Postscript on the Societies of Control , 59 OCTOBE R  3, 3 
(1992). 

101. Id.  

102. See i d.  (describing òsocieties of sovereigntyó as aiming òto tax rather 

than to organize production, to rule on death rather than to administer life ó). 
For a discussion of control societies, see infra  Part III.D.  

103. Deleuze, supra  note 100, at 3.  

104. See Dean, supra  note 3, at 201. 




